The start of another exciting year

I settled into my favourite chair, eyes closed, clenching my fists, releasing them slowly, clenching again, releasing slowly. I did the same with my feet repeatedly until I felt warm and as light as a feather. After a few minutes I started to enter a deep state of relaxation.

Before starting this process, I read all of the technology predictions for 2016 from a variety of sources including the Harvard Business Review, Forbes and FurtureTimeLine.net, and stored them away in the back of my mind. Once relaxed, I thought about those predictions and tried to imagine and immerse myself in them fully.

To be honest, I simply could not wait a full year to start to try the new technology that I have been assured will be making my life easier by the end of 2016. So, off I went.

There I am in my driverless car talking to my virtual assistant in the office. Could I get a ticket for talking on a mobile phone if there is no driver? The car seamlessly and swiftly transports me to my office – and like a lot of things that are easy – it is nothing short of boring. Just for a bit of fun, I try and convince it to take me to a drive thru for breakfast. Would it open the correct window of the car so I can get the food handed to me when we pull up? Does the driverless driver have his own window, and if so – why? Had the developers thought of everything?

Turns out the developers had in fact thought of everything. The car rejects my request as my wife has already informed the car of my cholesterol levels. It offers me some fresh fruit instead.

After changing my selected destination midway through a few roundabouts to see what the car will do, my mind drifts to other technology.

I decide to use my augmented reality device to contact my microwave oven to inform it of the incoming pizza that is being delivered by drone to the office. My wearable fitness wrist band gives me an electric shock and the car offers more fruit.

I start to wonder why I was even in the driverless car on my way to the office when I could have sent my telepresence robot to the management meeting instead. What about a driverless office? This future stuff is not what I was hoping for.

In one of the biggest industries on the planet, although maybe a little smaller than it was last year, what does 2016 hold for the oil and gas industry?

1. More uncertainty: I know that this one is a little obvious – but it sure is great to be right.
2. The industry finally ‘gets’ Big Data: the oil and gas sector generates massive volumes of data. This year the industry finally realises that it can use all of it at once to do things it never thought possible.
3. The Cloud: the industry’s IT leaders will stop saying ‘but the Cloud is not secure’.
4. Unprecedented adoption of automation: with low oil prices, cheaper wireless sensors and well developed mesh networking, oil and gas companies will continue to find a way of doing things without the need for more people.
5. Alternative energy: increased pressure to diversify into alternative energy production by the Majors. It can’t be ignored much longer.

My 2016 predictions don’t really sound like things will be much fun this year. I may have to find a way to live in augmented reality for the next 12 months to avoid having to actually see my predictions unfold.
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